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Abstract

Scalar field theories with quartic interaction are quantized on fuzzy S2 and fuzzy S2 x S2 to obtain the 2-
and 4.-point correlation functions at one-loop. Different continuum limits of these noncommutative matrix
spheres are then taken to recover the quantum noncommutative field theories on the noncommutative planes
R2 and JR4 respectively. The canonical limit of large stereographic projection leads to the usual theory on
the noucomiuutative plane with the well-known singular UV-IR mixing. A new planar limit of the fuzzy
sphere is defined in which the noncommutativity parameter U, beside acting as a short distance cut-off, acts
also as a conventional cut-off A = in the momentum spare. This noncoanmutative theory is characterized
by absence of UV-IR mixing. The new scaling is implemented through the use of an intermediate scale that
demarcates the boundary between conimutative and noncommutative regimes of the scalar theory. We also
comment on the continuum,, linmit of the 4—point function.

1 Introduction and Results

Noncomnmutative manifolds derive their interest not only from the fact that they make their appearance in string
tlmemiry (see for eg [1J for a ri’vi(’w of mionconmmnntativc geometry in string tlic’ory), L)ut idsn because they caxm
potentially lead to natimrmd ultra—violet regularization of qimamit mini field theories. The notion of noncomnmnutativity
suggests a “graininess” for spacetime, and hence can lowe interesting implications for models of quantum gravity.

Tla’orc’t ha.l research has usually focused on cit her “flat’ imonciamnutative samcc’s like JR2’ or noncommiltative
tom-il’2”, or “curved” spaces (fiat can be obtaimmed as co—ailji;miit. orhit,s of Lie groups. In the latter category,
attention has mostly focused on using compact groups leading to noncommutative versions of CD” [2 4j, which
are described by finite-dimensional matrices and one or more size moduli: for example, time fuzzy sphere is
described by N x N matrices and its radius R. (We use descriptions like “flat” or “curved Compact” only in a
loose sense here).

Considerable attention has thus been devoted iii trying to understand properties of simple theories written
omm noncomnnmutative manifolds. In thuis endeavor, attentiomi has most often been devoted to theories on non—
commutative F” and T2” in time case of fiat spaces, and time curved space S. (the fuzzy sphere). Theories
on the noncommutative flat spaces generally possess infinite muumber of degrees of freedom in contrast to those
on “comnl)act” spaces like Si-. In either case, a key property of noncommnmmtative theories that is different from
ordinary ones is the nature of time rule for multiplying two functions. For example, the star-product on
(involving (lie nonconumnutativity parameter B) is used for noncomnnmmmtative theories, while ordinary theories use
the usual point—wise rnmmltiplicatioum. On the other lmammdl, fmmnctiomis omm curved compact umuumcommunmiuntative spaces
arm simply fimmite—nlimensional mumatrices, amid are mmiultiplied hy the mmsuumul matrix mnultiplicatiomm. This mumakcs time—
uric’s ciii “curved’ noncomnumutative spaces easier to study numerically (although it mumust also be mentioned here
that (lie torus with, rational noncomnmmmmmtativity caum also be studied using flnite—dimc’mmsiommal mmiatricu’s [6)).

Vorking omi cmirved cc)ml)act spaces also allows mis to stmmdy the flattening limit, which is whemu we take nmatrix
size as well as the lemugthi modumli to infinity. For example, the fuzzy sphuere S- can be flattened to give mis the
noncornnmiutative plane. Iii this limit, we expect to reproduce tine behavior of tine theory on the flat mnamuifold.
Surprisingly, this limit can be crafted in a variety of ways.

A simple way to understand this is as follows. All dimeusionfmml qmuammtities can be expressed imm terms of
“radius mnoclmmhi’ . i.e. time length scale that defines tine size of tine conupact apace. Continmimunu limit usually
corresponds to talcimmg (lie size of tine matrices to immunity, while flattening correspomids to takimig large radii.
However, tii(’re is a large family of scales available to mis in this flattemuing limit. In other words, there are mnamny
ways cif gctt imig a m-rlcvamit lcmugtii dinrucmnsioum qumnuntity on the mmomn—ccnmumpact spmuce. We comulcl scale h,otlu P aminl N
to iimfinity kc’u’pimng S/N” fixed, svhncre s is sonic uiumrmmber. This correspoimcis to a lengtim scale nun tIne unlamnc, amid
all qnmnnmntitics in tine qumantmnnun field theory (QFT) omi tine phasme cain be nuneasnmrcd witin respect to tinis scale. A
priori, one wounluh smmspect that different values of us cain lead to theories that behave dramatically differently.

As we will argune here, this variety in the choice of scaling gives mis a refined probe to understand the natusre
of norncommuntativity more clearly. In particunlar, we will show with two different scaling linnits Inow thus works.
One corresponds to “strongly” noncornnnutative tineories, possessing singunlar properties like IJV-IR mixing that
makes it inmpossible to write down corresponding low-energy Wilsonian actions. The other corresponds to
“weak” nonmcommmmnnmntativity in a semnse that we will nnake precise. Briefly, these weakly noncommmntative theories
are defined on a nnommconnmummmtative plamme, bunt do not exhnibit UV—IR mniximug. Inn some sense, these thncorics mmnark
tine edge hnetweerm nnommcommnmnnuntativity amid communtativity.

Time standard mmmetinod of investigating pertunrbative properties of a scalar QFT is by introduncimug arm mnltra
violet emit-off (see for exanrmple [20]). hmstead of workimng witin arbitrarily iuigin energies, omne works with tIne
partition fmmmmctionn of this emit-off theory, amid attempts to study qunantities that depend only weakly urn the UV
cut-off. However, applying this techmniqume to noncommnutative theories is problematic [5]: taking tine limit of
small external nnonmnenntummn does riot communte with (skiing the limit of infinite cumt—off. Tlnis problemn is commnmnionly
lunown as UV-IR mmmixinng.

QFTs on nomncnnrmmmumtsutive cunrvecl spaces allow us to implement a firmer version of the above procednnre. Inn
addition to tine natural UV cut-off (characterized by i/N where N is tine mnnatrix size), we cain initrodumce arm
infermmnn’ihinutc scale i/j nhiaracterizc’d by arm integer j < N. It is tine interplay between j, N s . amid R —s ca
tinnnt we will u’xplnui t t un ummnclerstand tine’ “edge” between comnrmnumtativity nunni n(nnuci)mmrnmmtativity.

Inn (mis article, we mnnakc’ concrete this set of ideas by applying themmu to S. and S. x S.. Tine fnuruner is
cimaracterized by (21 ± 1) x (21 + I) msutricc’s mmd racliums R, tine latter by two copies of tine sannnu mnnnntrix algebra
and twtn radin F1 amid I?. Flmnt tc’uninng tinc’se spaces by takimng I amid F1 to inntimnity (inn a lnrd’snribt’d mnianimnn’r) gives
us noncomnnmumumtative 1112 and 11I respectively.

In particunlar, we will study two sumchn scalings lucre. For example for we keep B’ = R/Vi fixed inn time first
case, annd keep B = R/l fixed irs the second, as we take l and F to infinity. The former gives ins the usual theory
on the noncomnmnnutative plane, which at the one-hoop level reproduces the singularities of UV-IR mixing. The
latter is a new Iimnmit, and corresponncls to keeping time UV emit-oil fixed in terms of tine noncommnnnnumtative parameter
B.

A short version exnlainimng tine mew scaling iinnit appeared in [7].
Tine fuizzy sphere is described by thnree matrices xf = BL1 wincre L1’s are tine generators of SU(2) for time 51)inn

l repreaenmtationn such B bias (linnennsnon of length. Tint’ rachiuns F of tine sphere is related to B and I as F2 = B21(l+ 1).
Tine unsunal action for a mmsatrix nmnodel orn S. is

S=-1Tr +nn2ib2+V[P[), (1.1)

arnd bins tine’ right comntinummummnu linnit as I —÷ ee. Because of the nonmccnmnunnumtative mnatumre of Si., there is in natural
unltra—violet (UV) cumt—off: tine rnuaximnmunmnn energy A,,, . is = 21(21 + 1)/R2. To g(’t tine theory on a nnonnconmnnnnnta—
five plain’, thin mann nil st, mt egy is tin rest mint to (say) t inn’ unorti m p(nln’, deli ume tine mnonucomnnnmnmm ta tivu’ cm anrdimmnu ti’s as
:r;”n’ . (u 1,2), amid thnu’ni miii’ bnuthi I nmn,l I? Ii, inihimniny inn ;n unu’n’iscly spu’citiu’il mminnmnmun’r, i”om- n’xnnnnniuln’, a

vaJ’lv,,”li,,,
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[(“, xJ = —jO’2.

[Xi, X] = —i82.

= L’ —

ruonly used limit requires us to hold 0’ = R/v’7 fixed as both I? and I increase, which gives us a noncommutative

plane with [10, 11]
(1.2)

It is easy to see that in this limit, A,,,,, diverges, while 0 tends to zero. This is the analogous to the standard

stereographic projection.
A second scaling limit which is of interest to us here is one in which R and I become large with noncom

inutativity parameter given now by 0 Rh kept fixed. The above noncommutativity relation becomes simply

[x,x”] = —iRO which means that :r’s are now strongly noncommuting coordinates ( R—no ) and hence

nonplanar amplitudes are expected to simply drop out in accordance with [}. This can also be seen from the

fact that in this scaling (as is obvious from the relation R2 = 021(1 + 1)) Arna.r no longer diverges: it is now

of order 1/0, and there are no momenturmi mimodes in time theory larger then this value. Alternatively we will

also show that in this limit the nunci )n mmmiii a tive coordinates can he instead i(lentihe(l as = / /i with

noncommnmitative structure
(1.3)

While this scaling for obtaining B is simply stated , obtaining the corresponding theory with the above

criteria is somewhat subtle. Indeed passing from [°,x,[ = —iRO to (1.3) corresponds in the quantum

theory to a re—scaling of momenta sending thus the finite cut-off A = to infinity. In order to bring the cut-off

back to a finite value A = xA, where x is an arbitrary positive real number, we modify the Laplacian on the

fuzzy sphere = [Li, [Li, ..]] so that to project out modes of momentum greater than a certain value j given

by j = [[. In other words, the theory on the noncomnmutative plane lll with UV cut-off is obtained by

flattening not the full theory on the fuzzy sphere but only a “low energy” sector. One can argue that only for

when A = A that the canonical UV-IR singularities become smoothen out. At this value we have j = [2/1J

which marks somehow the boundary between commutative and noncomnmutative field theories.

The generalization to noncomnmutative R4 is obvious. We work on S. x S. and then take the scaling limit

with 6 fixed, which is the case of most interest in this article. By analogy with (1.1), the scalar theory with

quartic self-interaction on S. x S. is

R R ([L, ‘F[t[L0), ‘F) [Lt’, ‘F]t[Lc5), ‘F] 2 2 A4
S = Tr,Tr1,i\ R

+
R

+ii,’F + (1.4)

where a and b label the first and time second sphere respectively, and L””1‘a are the generators of rotation in
spin l,,m—dimnensional representation of 811(2). and ‘F is a (2l,, + 1) x (21,, + 1) + (2I + 1) x (2l + 1) hermnitian
matrix. As 1,, I go to infinity, we recover time scalar theory on an ordinary S2 x S2.

Our strategy for obtaining the theory on noncomnmumitative 1R4 is straightforward: as discussed in [8, 14], we

expand ‘F of action (1.4) in terms of 811(2) polarization tensors (for definition and various properties of polar

ization tensors, see for example [17]). Using standard perturbation theory and a conventional renormnalization

procedure, we calculate the two- and four-point correlation fusictions, and then we scale R, 1 — no with 0 fixed.

Actually (and as we just have said), implementation of the new scaling is somewhat subtle, in that we will need

to work not with the full theory on S. x S. but with a suitably deflumed low-energy sector. This low-energy

sector is selected by projecting out the high energy modes in an appropriate manner using projection operators,

and thus working with a modified Laplacian:

=z$(1-J), j=[2v’iJ,

where P is the projector on all the modes associated with the eigenvalumcs k = (I j, and is the canonical

Laplacian on the full fuzzy sphere S. x Si.. The flattening limit (1.3) is thus imnplemnented on time scalar field

theory (1.4) as the limit in which we first take e—*0 above, then we proceed with R,l—*oo keeping 0 = fixed.

An obvious consequence of our scaling procedure is that the correlation functions are not singular functions

of external mnormienta.

There is a mmice immtuitive explanatiomm for using the modified Laplacian. If time momenta are cut-off at too low

a value, time systenm becomnes in the commutative regime, while if time emit—off is too close to 1, tIme system remains

mmoncomummimutative. Time choice [2/T] for time emit—off is in sonic sense the edge between these two situations: there

is somrmm’ noneomnmmmmmtativity in the behaviour, but there is no UV—IR mmmixiimg. We will have mumore to say about

this in section 4.

Time paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we quantize theory omm S x S. and obtain tlse one-loop

correctiomms to the 2-poimmt and 4—poiumt functions . We also defimme in tlmis sectiomm the precise meaning of UV-IR

mnmixing on S x S and write down time effective action . Section 3 is time central inmportammce, in which we define

conitiimiimmmn planar limnits of the fuzzy sphere. In particular we show how time sinmgmmlar UV—IR mnmixiumg emerges in

time canm)imieal himsmit of large stereographic projection of the spheres onto planmes. We alsmj sisow timat in a mmew

cormtimiuumim flmmtteimiimg limnit, a natural mimomnmentunm space cut—off (immversely proportiommal tm) time mmoimeomumnutativity

paramimeter 0) enimerges, and mis a coumseqmieimce the UV—IR mixing is coniml)k’tcly abseimt. Section 3 coimtaiims also

time computatioim of time contmuum limnit of tue 4—point function. As it turns out we recover exactly the planar

uric—loop correction to time 4-point fuimmetion on noncommnutative R1 . We conclude imm seetionm 4 with sonic general

observatiomms,

2 Effective Action on SxS

In this section. we will set up time quantum field theory on S. xS., making explicit our notation and commvemmtions.

These reflect our intemmt to consider S. x S. as a discrete approximation of nonconmmmutative 1R4.

Each of time sphmeres (Z1x”x”1= = 1,2) is approxinmated by the algebra Mat2m+m of (21 + 1) x

(2l + 1) matrices. Time qumantization prescription is given as usumml, by

() (i)F

__________________

= -+ n
= /(i,, + 1)

(21)

This prescriptiomm follows nmaturally from the canonical quantization of tise symplectic structure on time classical

spimere (see for example [19]) by treating it as the eo-adjoint orbit SU(2)/U(1). The L’s above are time

generators of the IRR representation 1,, of SU(2): they satisfy ]L’>,L”] = iijkLk1 amid Z=m L”12 = I,,(I,,+1).

Timus

()I (b)F ,,(, ()F

= /iTi) fijk71k . 2.2

Forummally, S. xS. is time algebra A = Mat21,+1 ®Mat21,,1generated by time identity 101 togetimer witim Lm )+i

arid 10L2. This algebra A acts trivially on time (2li + 1)(21 + l)-dimneusioimal Hubert space 71 = 71m ®llm with

arm obvious basis lm mm) I2m2)}.
Time fuzzy analogue of time conmtimmuium derivations £“ = —i mm”8’ are given by time adjoimmt actiomm: we

mmmake time replaeemsmenmt
(23)

The L°1t’s generate a left SO(4) (more precisely SU(2)®SU(2)) action 0mm time algebra A given by L”11M =
(,z)R, . (,,)R

L A! where .‘ifEA. Sumnmnlarly, time L. s generate a riglmt action on time algebra, mmaumely L1 A! = ML,

Remark that annihilate time ideumtity 101 of time algebra A as is required of a derivation.

In fact, it is ermoumgim to set 1,, = = I amid R,, = R5 = R as this corresponds mm time limit to a umoncomnimutative

with a Euclidean mnmetric 0mm lR2 x 2• The general case simply corresponds to different deformnationm parammmeters

in time two E2 factors. anmeh time extension of all results is thus obvious (see equation (6) of [1]).

In close ammalogy with time action on continuum 82 x S2, we pumt together time above immgrediemmts to write time

actioum on 5. x Si:

= (2I1)2
[[Lm). [Lm,]] + [L21. [L2,]J + ,t2 + l7()]

0) + 9i (2.4)

:i



This action has the correct continuum (i.e. 1 —* oc, R fixed) limit: 2.1 The 2—Point Function

21 k1 21 pi

= (21+1)
k,=0 ,n =—k pi=O ni=’’pi

(21+1)4T1(11)®T1(12)
I’

S = R4f cIofI)c1012)11(( + lC(22) +iiF2 +17(41’)]. (2.5)

‘Mule tile technology presented here can be applied to any polynomial potential, we will restrict ourselves to
I ‘(41) = L4e. We have explicitly introduced factors of I? wherever necessary to sharpen the analogy with
fiat—space field theories: the integrand R’dO, dfl. has canonical dimension of (Leiigtl,)’ like il4x, the field has
,bmension (Length)t pi has (Lengtii) - ) and A4,1 is dimensionless.

Following [8, 141, the fuzzy field can be expanded in terms of polarization operators [171 as

j,kiTnIP14l Tk,,,,1 (1)®T511,, (1)

(2.6)

In our shorthand notation 11 (for 1iuuu1iTui), the quantum numbers from tile first sphere carrie with subscript
1 (as in (kimj), as do those for the second sphere.

The Tk,,, (1) are the polarization tensors which satisfy

KTs,,,,, (I) = s/k, (k, + 1) — 111, (in, ±1)Tk,,,+1 (1),

K0Tkim, (1) = nh,Tk17,(1),

((())2Tk,,, (1) = k, (k, + 1)Tk,,,,, (1),

ti,,l tiit’ itlOi,Iitit’s

TrnT&.,,, (I)Tp,,,, (1) = (—1)”’ itk,p,’trn,+,u,i}, 7,,, (1) (_l)”’

The field 4 has a finite number of degrees of freedom, totaling to (21, + 1)2(212 + 2)2,
Our interest is restricted to hermuitian fields since they are the analog of real fields in the continuum. Imposing

hertniticit.y 41 = EF, we obtain tile conditions 1”O Pin, = (...1 )ni +n,ki—rniii —zi

Since tue field on our fuzzy space lois only a finite number of degrees of freedom, the simplest and most
obvious route to quantization is via path integrals. The partition function

= NJ Ve’”’,
= II

dd”
(2.7)

for the theory yields the (free) propagator

(1 T”2+”2 15,k23,,0,uu25PIP23flIfl2(,,kimiPiiit2n2Pn)
— (2 8)
— R2 k,(k,+1)+p,(p,+l)+R2s’

The Euchidc’an “4—momentum” in this setting is given by (11)E(k, , if, ,p, ,n,) with, “sllliare’ (11)2 = k, (k, +
1) + 1), (p, + 1). For quartic interactions, tim vertex is given by the expression

Si’,’ = (2.9)

will,

1(11,22:1:1, II) I?l(l23.l,knt)1(l2:1-i,pn), where

11(1231, kit,.) = (2! + l)Trn, (l)T,,,,. (i)Tc,,,,., (1)1 (2.10)

and similarly for l, (1234,pn).

The energy of each mode ‘ 1”IPI”l is time square of the fuzzy 4-momentum, namely (11)2 = k1 (k, +l)+pm (P1 +1).
Since in1 = —k, , . . . , k, and n = —pi , ‘ ‘ ‘ ,pi , there are (2k, + l)(2p, + 1) modes with the sante energy for
each pair of values (k, ,p, ), atid may thus be thought of as naturally forming an energy shell. Integrating out
the high energy modes (with (A’, = 21, pm = 212) in the path integral inmplemeuts for us the “shell” tipproachi to
renormalization grt ii if) n(laj)t ed to fuzz sptuce field theories [8j.

Integrating out only over t lie high niomentu in modes i 1, (k = 21,, in, p = 212, a), time terms iii the action
that contribute to thin 2—point function at one—loop are given by

=
... + 4 V(H, 22, 4f4f)2)3J3f414f

ii 21 3j3j4j4,

+ 2 I7(II,2f2f,,4f.4f)11,2f2f33,1,4f4f+ (2.11)
Ti 2)2) 21 4)4)

The ellipsis indicate ouiitted terms timat are unimportant for the 2—point function calculation. The notation is
that of equations (2.6) amid (2.9), amid H , —

Time relative factor in the above is 4 to 2 since there
are 4 ways to contract two neighboring fields (i.e. planar diagrams) and only two different ways to contract
non—neighboring fields (non-planar diagrams).

Instead of integrating out only one shell, one could integrate out an arbitrary number of them. For example,
integrating out q2 simells gives

=
... +4 V(1,,3f3f,4f4f)”g522g23f3f24f4I

ii 22

+ 2 > V(uI, 33, 4, 4, )c/’
1 2f2f4li4j4f + , , . (2.12)

ii 2j2 3 .i4j

with now

21, k 2i2 p

>=
Ijlf k=21,_(q—1),r,kp=2l_-(q——1)np f ii 1,11

while time partition function (2.7) takes the form

2 = f , --:“ _l5ii+#f2
, whuere v

= II
d’1d

(2.13)

For 11 = 12 = 1, thin full one-loop corresponds to integrating over all shells i.e. q = 21 + 1. The corresponding
effective action, is

<ç(4)
> ,I=2l+, = +1;’(k1m)]

,2, (2.14)

The 2—point fminction, (0mph tat ion readily gives its the reuormuializc’d mass:

1t(A’, ,p,)
‘11A4

[fiif’ + ,T,,f’(k1 (2.15)

vi,erm’ ti,, planar contrite, Ti, ii given by

= -1 .4(o. 1). A(a, 1)
=

(2.16)
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On the other hand, the non—planar contribution is where

ii(k1 ui) = 2 4(a, b)(_1)tIPt (a, b), where
=o i=o

B,(c,d) = (21 + )2 { 1 1 } { b 1 1 }

+ /L(ki p1) = + ,pi),
pf)

= 6 A(a, b)
a.0 (=0

(k1 ,p) = 4 .4(a, b) [(1)k1+P1+a+B (a, b) — i].
0 (=0

Were this difference (k1 ,p) to vanish, we would recover the usual contribution to the mass renormalization

as expected in a commutative field theory. The fact that this difference is not zero in the limit of large IRR’s

1, i.e. t—*ee, is what is meant by UV-IR mixing on fuzzy S2 xS2. Indeed this may be taken as the definition

of the UV-IR problem on general fuzzy spaces. In fact (2.18) can also be taken as the regularized form of the

uV-IR mixing on R4 . Removing the UV cut-off 1—boo while keeping the infrared cut-off 1? fixed = 1 one can

show that diverges as 12 , i.e

(k1 .Pi) 1 (81) L, 2
dtdt [PA (t)P1(tn) — ij.

where , for simplicity , we have assumed t, << 1 [121. (2.19) is worse than the case of two dimensions [ see
elfllatioli (3.21)) of 1121 1 in here not only the difference survives the limit but also it diverges . This means in

particular that the UV-IR mixing can be largely controlled or perhaps understood if one understands the role

of the UV cut-off I in the scaling limit amid its relation to tile underlying star product on Si..

2.2 The 4 --Point Function

The computation of higher order correlation functions become very complicated, but this exercise is necessary

if we want to compute for example the beta-function. It is also useful to put forward key features which will
be needed (in tile future) to study noncommotative matrix gauge theories and their continuum limits. We will
only look at the four-point function here.

Our starting point is (2.13), which tells us that integrating out q2 shells produces the following correction

to tile 4—point function:

= 1T(i..,1235[(t4f41cb61nf)f(c57I7ft5nI81)f

+ (f3’d7’7’)f(/26’6’9’8’)f+

1 1
ii
k1 k2

k2 k ‘I I k4 k6 k
(2.25)

1 1 j11 1 1 1

The syriibol (} in B,((c, d) is tia’ standard 6j symbol (see for example [17]). As is immediately obvious from these

expressions, both planar and non—plamiar graphs are finite and well—defined for all finite values of 1. However,

a mneasure for the fuzzy UV—IH mixing is the difference between lilanar and non—planar contributions, which

we define below:

(2.18)

(2.19)

6A4(1235)
= A4 .4(k4,p4)A(ka,pt) 8mj(h,1)

4!
ii!

(2k4 + 1)(2k6 + l)(2p + l)(2po + 1) -

(2 17) + 16r2m21 +
411J)712)

+ 8i4))]. (2.21)

(lie first graph iii (2.21) is the usual one—loop contribution to the .1 — Poitil function , it’ lie two vertices are

planar. ‘Ihie fourth graph contains ilst< two planar vertices limit with t lie exception that one of these vertices

is twisted , i.e with an extra phase. ‘The second graph contains on the other hand one planar vertex arid one

non—planar vertex, whereas the two vertices in tile third graph are both iioii—plioiar. ‘file analytic expressions

for ij ws1(kiko; 1235) = 4k1 (=k(p(k4ks; 1235) are given by

(1) = (_1)m4

—

(2) = (1)4“)/(124f6f)(3 — 1 — 6f)

= (—1 )6l4 4f
— 6f)

4) = (—1 )fl4 +rn6(j4f6f)I/
— — 4f),

where the lower index in ij’s and p’s labels the sphere whereas the upper index denotes the graph, and the

notation —f! stands for (k4,—rn4,p4, —04) in contrast with 44 = (k4,mo4,p4, 04).

By using extensively the different identities in [17] we can find after a long calculation that the above 4—point

function has the form

5A4(1235) = [8<5A (1235) + 16fA21 (1235) + 46A3(1235) + 85A4)(1235)], where

(5.\(1235) = A(k4,p4)A(k6,p6)r4(k4ko;1235)r4’1(pIpo; 1235), a = 1... 4, (2.22)

(4(6=! p.i,pt=f

The label f stands for the shells we integrated over arid hence it corresponds to q2 = (21 + 1)2 for the frill

one—loop contribution. The planar amplitudes, in the first j2 factor for example, are given by

= (_1)k46Sk(1235)E(k)E(k), = ((1235)E(k)E(k) (2.23)

whereas I lie non—planar amplitudes are given by

(2)
= 1)k34k.I5k(1235)Ek4k6(k)Fk:k:(k) v = (2.24)

with

_______________

( k
F(k) = (21 + T)/(2k1 + l)(2k2 + 1) k0

lk

E(k) = (2i+1)/(2k1÷1)(2k2+1){ ‘

The “frizzy delta” function <(((1235) is defined by

<(((1235) = (2.26)

The justification for this miaimie will follow shortly.
The frill effective action at one—loop of the above scalar field theory on S’- x S’- is obtaimled by adding the

two ()IiarIt liii actions (2.14) arid (2.2(1) to tile i’h<isical o’tion (2.-I) -

Here, W(i,2, ) = W2(ii., 4f4f,6f6f)Wi(33,5,7f7f,8f8f) such that W(ii,22,3,3j,4,d) =

41(11,22. .l4) + 21-’(i 1, .ijSj. 22 ff 1), i2.i2 = i I <224:o5t smith the iiotatioii is that (If equations

(2.6), (2.9) and (2.12). Inserting tue free propagator (2.8) above yields the 4—point function

(<2)2) (c(l))2

I/it lj/22(/1514tt IA ( f 2115) (2,20)
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3 Continuum Planar Limits

[14C y’J = 20’2, =

-i0’2, x”EEx,’[, a = 1,2

[x, xtl = —i102c,,,.

[.V,, X’j = —i02,,5.

We can now state with some detail the continuum limits in which the fuzzy spheres approach (in a precise
sense) the noncommutative planes. There are primarily two limits of interest to us: one is the canonical large
stereographic projection of the spheres onto planes, while the second is a new flattening limit which we will
argue corresponds to a conventional cut-off.

For siuiphcity, consider a single fuzzy sphere with cut-off 1 and radius R, and define the fuzzy coordinates
= 0L1 (i.e. x = x±ix) where 0 = R/ ,,/iTTi). The stereographic projection [9, 101 to the noncornmu

tat iV(’ plane is realized as

= 2Rx_.i__F, y = 2Ri—Tx. (3.1)

In the large I limit it is obvious that these fuzzy coordinates indeed approach the canonical stereographic
coordinates. A planar limit can be defined from above as follows:

‘2 R2
0

=
_.____

= fixed as I, R—*ca. (3.2)

In this limit, the commutation relation becomes

(3.3)

where we have substituted L3 = —1 corresponding to the north pole. The above commutation relation may also
he pitt imi the form

(3.4)

The minus sign is siumply due to our convention for the coherent states on co—adjoint orbits. The extension to
the case of two fuzzy spheres is trivial.

A second way to obtain the noncomnmutative plane is by taking the limit

R -0 = 1,I?—*cc. (3.a)

A UV cnt—olf is automatically built into this limit: the maximum energy a scalar mode can have on the fuzzy
sphere is 21(21 + 1)/R2, which in this scaling limit is 4/02. There are no modes with energy larger than this
value. To understand this limit a little better, let us restrict ourselves to time north pole ti = = (0,0,1) where
we have (i10,1jL3[110,1) = —1 and (m’io,IIL,,Ifio,l) = 0, a = 1,2. The commutator [L1,L2] = iLa —ii, so the
noncomnmmitative coordinates on this noncommutative plane “tangential to the north pole” can be given either
simply by ;r as above. This now defines a strongly noncommnting plane, viz

(3.6)

Or a hi rita t ‘el y out’ cami ,leli mic the humid, tmnnimi tative coortlinat e by X,’ satisfying

(3.7)

In I he (onvinfion m(sc(l here, 12 = I and ,,. =

Inti ii ti ‘cly. t lie second scaling limit may be understood as follows. Noncomnmutat ivi ty introduces a short
clit sure rut -off of time order X = because of the uncertainty relation ‘V >. Flowever, the
Laplacimin operators on generic noncononutative planes do not reflect this short distance cut—off, as I hey are
generally taken to be the same as the connmnutative Laplacians. On the above noncononutative planc’ (3.7) the
cut-off miX effectively translates into the mnomnentnm space as some emit-off uP = . This is because of (and in
accordance with) the conumnmutation relations [.V,’,p5NCJ

= ztI,,5,P, = —c,,5X5”,giving us the uncertainty
ru’latiouis AX,C’LP5NC’>4J,.. Since one can not probe distances less titan miX, energies above tIP should hot be

accessibk’ either, i.e. [i’. = — c,,s. Time fact timid time unaxinnmuumnm energy of a niocle is of order 1/0 mi
the second scaling limit ties mm nicely witim this expectation.

Time hinmit (3.5) mnay thins be timongimt of as a rc’gmmiarizationm prescriptionm of the noncomunnutative plane which
takes into account our expectation of “UV—finmiteness” of uonmcomnmmnutative qmmaimtunm field theories.

3.1 Field Theory in the Canonical Planar Limit

We are nmow in a positiomi to study what happens to time scalar field theory in the limnit (3.4). First we nmatcim time
spectrunmi of the Laplaciaru operator 0mm cacti sphere with time spectrum of time Laplaciamu operator omm time limitinmg
nonmconmrrmutative platte as follows

o(a + 1) = R2p, (3.8)

where p,, is of course the nmodulus of the two dimeimsionmal mmmomentunm on the umoncomnnutative plane which,
corresponds to the inmteger a, amid has time correct mmmass dimmmension, However since time range of a’s is from 0 to
21, time range of p will be fronnm 0 to = 1A’2—, A’ = 2/0’. lii otimer words, all iniformuation aboumt flue
UV emit-off is lost in thus linmit.

Let its see how the other operators mm time theory scales in time above planar limmmit. It is not clifficmmlt to show
that time free actionm scales as

,n.,n(

[R2o(a
+ 1) + R2b(b + 1) + R4iz] f d217d25

+ p + M2] b&]2 (3.9)

The scalmir field is assumnmed to imave time scalinmg property which gives time nionnentmmnn
space scalmmr field time correct mniass diniemisicmn of —3 [rc’cmmll timat [“““‘] = M]. Thic’ i,, amid qI above (nmot to
be conmfumsc’ci witim time scalar field!) are the angles of time two momenta ii’,, amid respectively, i.e. 4, = and

= ‘, Timis formula is exact, aumd cami be sinmplifiecl further when quammtunn mnmnmmbers a’s anmd b’s are large:
the m,, amid will be in time rammge [—a, a]. It is also worth pointing out that the mass parameter Al of time
planar theory is exactly equal to that omm time fumzzy spheres, i.e. Al = p, and no scaling is required. Thus is in
contrast with, [12] bitt only dime to our deflumition of the fuzzy action (2.4).

With timese ingredients, it is miot timeim difficult to see that time fiattemmimig hinnit of time plammar 2—point fmmmmction
(2.16) is givemi by

—16 [ p,,p5dp,,dp,,
310

R ii p+p+M2

which is time 2—poimmt fummctiomm oum nmommconmnnmmtative Ri witim a Euclidean rnmetric R2 x R2. By rotationisi invariance
it may be rewrittemm as

tIAl
= f\/iA’k2+M2’

(3.11)

We do now time samne exercise for time muon-planar 2-poimmt function (2.17). Since the external mnonnemuta km and pm
are genmerally very smnu;mll c’omnupared to 1 , omme cmiii uuse I hmc’ following approximation ftmr time 6j—syumimols [17]

I I (—1)”” b2{ b I I } 21
I,(l

— ). l—soo, a << I, 0<b<21, (3.12)

By pmmttimmg iii all time inmgrediemits of time plaumar limnmit we obtaimm time result

NP , mi0[’”
— 1 r’ P,,PdIP,(IPi, , o’;

A! (I’,pi)—— — 8j j + + M’’°
— --)1,,(1

—

Although tue qmuantmmmnm numbers km aumci Pm in this himnit are very smnmall comnparecl to 1, they are large timemnselves
i.e. 1 << k1 pm << 1. Out tue otimer imammd, time ammglc’s u’,, defimmecl by cos hi,, 1 — camu be considered for all
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practical purposes small, i.e. v. = because of the large R factor, arid hence we can use the formula (see
for eg [21], page 72)

P,,(cosii,,) = J0(q) + sin2
- [Ji

— 12(1)) +J3(71)] + O(sin4 L)

for u >> I and small angk’s i.’,, with i,’ = (2n + 1) sin ‘-. To leading order we then have

(P p2 2
2,r

— —-‘) = J0(O’ p.,p,)
= i—f d,,e’°”

This result becomes exact in the strict limit of 1, R —* cc where all fuzzy quantum numbers diverge with B. We
get then

6MN5
p, ) = —— I I I I e0’2PkI (P.S lOS )i0’2p51 (pb0S55,)

‘ lj 2 j j J J p +p +M2

By rotational invariance we can setO’2B000’pk,01p,,,, = 6’2Pki (p cos where B’2 = —1. In other words, we can
always choose the two—dnnensional momentum Ps1 to lie in the y—direction, thus making 4,, the angle between
ji, and the s-axis. The same is also true for the other exponential. We thus obtain the canonical non-planar
2-point function on the noncommnutative R4 (with Enclidean metric 1R2 x 1R2). Again by rotational invariance,
this non-planar contribution to the 2-point fimction may be put in the compact form

2 [ d4k
2 JA k2+M2

The structure of the effective action in momentum space allows us to deduce the star products on the underlying
noncommntative space. For example, by using the tree level action (3.9) together with the one—loop contributions
(3.11) and (3.14) one cal, find that, t lie effective action obtasned in the large stereographic limit (3.2) is given by

I d417 1 •, q I d4k 1 1 d4k 1 2

J/7A’
+ M- + - [2]

(22r)4 k2 + M2
+ I k2 + M2hj

(j7)

where g = 8ir2A4 and 4mm (j7 = and v’IA’—*oc. This effective action can be obtained from the
(luarmtization of the action

f )2 + M24m + 4m, *1 4m, * 4m, *

where 4mi w4mm (x’) = .1 ir4mi = 44 and *‘ is the canonical (or Moyal-Weyl) star product

f *‘ g(;rar) =

This is consistent with the comninutation relation (3.4) and provides a nice check that that the canonical star
product on the sphere derived in [221 (also given here by equation (2.2)) reduces in the limit (3.2) to the above
Moyal-Weyl product (3.16). In the above, B is the antisymmetric tensor which can always be rotated such that
the non vanishing components are given by B’2 = —B2, = —1 and B34 = —B43 = —1.

In fact one can read immnedimutely from the above effective action that the planar contribution is quadratically
divergent as it should be, i.e.

, 1 ,. [ dk 1 1
= 64sr2 =

J,j,,.

(2a)3k2+ M2 = J2’

whmere,s the non—planar (Oiitribuitiiai is clearly finite

iI4k
oo’2,sjf

,AINP(p) = *.,liJNP(7))

= LA. -

(2r)”k2 + M2

2 {,4 + Al2 ln(OI2EM)], where E = B”0P,. (3.18)

This is the answer of [3]: it is singular at P = (I as well as at 6’ = 0.

(3.16) 92 2 1 2w

P50, (1 — —p-) = Jo(R0p51p0)=

Using rotational invariance we can rewrite this as

(3.13)

(3.14)

(3.15)

3.2 A New Planar Limit With Strong Noncommutativity

As explairìed earlier, the limit (3.5) pOssesseS the attractive feature that a miiomnentnn space cut—off is naturally
built into it. 1mm addition to oltainiuig a noncomnmnntative 1)1,01w in the strict himnit, UV—Il{ mixing is completely
absent. But wh,ile the new scaling is simply stated, obtaining the corresponding field theory is soniewhiat subtle,
Voe will uieecl to niomlify the Laplacian on the fuzzy sphere to project our mmiothes with, momrìemmtumn greater tbman
2 “7. 1,, othie’, words, the u,oui,’omimmiiuit a t ive thmeomy on a plane vit hi 1.J \‘ suit —imif 0 is o lot ;oinssi not 123’ flattening this’
full thieomy on the fuzzy sphere, but only a ‘kimv eu’crgv” sector, correslooiiclillg to miionic’i,tmo upto 2i.

In order to clarify the chmain of argnmnents, we will first imnplemrment naively thie limmìit (3.5) and show that it
corresponds to a strongly noncomnrnntimig plane . Finite noncommnting plamme is only obtainable if we pick a
specific low energy sector of the fuzzy sphere before taking the limit as we will explain in the next section.

Our rmile for matching the spectrum on the fuzzy sphere with, that on the noncommnntative plane is the same
as before, namely a(a + 1) = R2p. However becaimse of (3.5), the range of p is now from 0 to =

The kinetic part of the action will scale in the same way as in (3.9), only now the momenta j7s in (3.9) are
restricted such that p<A. With this scaling information, we can see that tue planar contribution to the 2—point
fummiction is given by

.cP 4
= . I (3 19)

R2 2Jk<A152+I.ul

We can similarly comnpnte the non—planar contribution to the 2—pointS fumiction imsimig (3.12). Thme motivation for
using this approximmiation is more involved and caii be explained as follows. Imi the planar limit 1, R—*cc, it is
obvious that the relevant quantumn numbers k, and p are in fact munch larger compared to 1, i.e. k, =RPk, >> 1
and pm =Rp, >> 1, since RO1. However (3.12) can be used only if k, ,p, << 1, or equivalently j1’ = << 1

and = << 1. Thus is clearly true for small external momnenita p,, amid p1,, wbiichu is exactly the reginme of
interest in order to see if there is IJV—IR mixing. The condition for the reliability of the approximation (3.12) is
then Op1,q,.,,5u<< 1. We will sometimnes refer to this condition as “0 small”, I he precise luieanimug of this phrase
being “momentummi scale of interest is much smnaller thamu 1/6”. We thins obtain

(3.20)

Now the angles i’,’s of (3.13) are defined by cosva = 1 — and since Op << 1, these angles are still small,
They are therefore given to the leading order in Op by c’, = Op, + . . ‘ where tue ellipsis indicate termns third
order and higher in, 6p. By using (3.13) we again hiave

(3.21)

= y f k2±1s
e’<<”<5. (3.22)

One immediate central remnark is in order: the noncommnutative phase contains now a factor RO instead of the
naively expected factor of 2, This is in contrast with the pre’iolms case of canonical planar limnit, where the
strengthi of this’ iioncounmnuitativity o2 clefirmed [my the comnmuiumtation rc’latinmm (3.4) is exactly what appears in the
noimcomninnutmotmve phase of (3.14). In other words this naive implement ation of (3.5) yields in fact the strongly
noncomnuniuting plane (3.6) instead of (3.7). Also we can similarly to this’ pre’iolis case put togethuer this’ tr(’(’
level action (3.9) wit hi thie one—loop contributions (3.19) and (3.22) to out am I lie effective action

f d4fl1{.2
+, + [2f

(22r)3k2 f j4-7eI]]l4m3(l3)l. (3.23)

(3.17)
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Here P is the projector on all the modes associated with the eigenvalnes k = O.j, i.e.

j A

=

The integer j thus acts as an intermediate scale, and using the modified propagator gives us a low energy sector
of the full theroy. We will fix the integer j shortly.

With this modified Laplacian, modes with momenta larger than j do not propagate: as a result, they make
no contribution in momentum sums that appear in internal 1oops. In other words, summations like (which
go over to integrals with range now collapse to (where the integrals now are of the range I, with

= A).
The new flattening limit is now defined as follows: start with the theory on S. x S., bitt with the modified

propagator (3.28). First take € - 0, then R,l - with 9 = Rh fixed. This gives us the effective action (3.27)
bitt with with nioinentitm space cut—off .VlA = A i.e

(3.23) f + rn2 + !4. [2 f + f k2 ± in2
et02ui]] I2p1I2 (3.29)

This also tells its that the correct choice of the intermediate scale is j = [2”i] for which /iA = A. For this
value of the intermediate cut-off, we obtain the noncotnrnutative given by (3.5) and (3.7)

By looking at the product of two functions of the fuzzy sphere, we can understand better the role of the
intermediate scale j(= [2/i]). The fuzzy spherical harmonics T, ,,, go over to the usual spherical harmonics

in the limit of large 1, and so does their product, provided their momenta are fixed. Alternately, the
product of two fuzzy spherical harmonics T’s is “almost commutative” (i.e. almost the same as that of the
corresponding Y’s) if their angular momentum is small compared to the maximum angular mnornentunt 1, whereas
it is “strongly noncononutative” (i.e. far from the commutative regime) if their angular momenta are sufficiently
large amid comparable to 1. The intermediate cut-off tells its precisely where the product goes front one situation to
the other: Working with fields having momenta mitch less titan [2v’7J leaves us in the approximately commutative
regime, witile fields with momenta tttucht larger tltatt [2/71 take its in tlte strongly ttottcomuiiittative regime. In
other words, the interntediate cut—off tells its where conurnuttativity and nonconnnutativity are in delicate balance.
Indeed by writing (3.29) in the form

I d4ff 1 2 2 g I d’k 1 1 d4k 1 2
— 2p +rn +--[2j

k2 iro2 J..,IA TTk2 +,12e I ki&iI

+ uui, + !j_ [2 L ().t k2 +j
a j k2 -1-IL/.

z()A2E7I?Ij]
J(II2

[14• = 1jL() , (Tj , ,/2I)
w]. For j << [2v’i], ()i92O and this is the effective

action on a comtnutative with cut-off A = 2/61. For j >> [2V1] tltis effective action corresponds to canonical
noncommutativity if we insist on the first line above as our effective action or to strongly noncommuting l if
we consider instead the effective action to he given by the second line. For the value j = [2vJ, whtere we obtain
the noncomniutative lR given by (3.5) and (3.7), there scents to be a balance between the above two situations
and one can also expect the UV-lR mixing to be strtoothen out.

To show this we write first the one-loop planar autd non-planar contributions for j = [2V1] , viz

d4k 1 d4k I -

Am I’
= J .,.A7JAa gi) = I — .

.

JA (2ir)4 k2 + io2
‘ J. (2ir)4 k2 ± to2

(3.28) We can evalutate I huese integrals by introdutcirtg a Schwimtger parameter (k2 + rn2) I
= J, dae:rp ( — (s(k2 + n2)).

As before qf = 87r2A4, whereas qi(j =13/2/2(/ipj, (j3 = 41r/Nc() with =

ii “ (jut the metric R2 x lR2). It is not difficutit to see titat thte one-loop cotttributtions ilrru ‘ artd örn (p)
given itt (3.19) and (3.22) cart also be givert by the equtatiorts

-
— 1 ,,[ d4k I

tAm
— 6421

— J/iA—ioo (22r)4 k2 + liif

nu’(p) = _..—.75’(_1L.)
= f 2e°2’’°’. (3.24)

32ir (2ir) k +liii

We have already contputted that the leading tcrmrts in rn’ amid roNt’(p) are given by

= 16r2
[2

— ln(1 + , Anru’’(p)
=

+ 1p lrt(92V7Eu1)] , where E” B”p,.

Obviously I hietu we obtain

tIm” = 4 I1fl(1 ± ], = 4Iif lmt(182Eij).

If we now require the mass ,i, in (3.9) to scale as = sç. (the reason will be clear shortly), then one cart
deduce immediately thtat the planar contribution ulnr” is exactly finite equal to 42 whereas the non-planar
cotttributtion orna’)’p) vanishies in thte limit l—4oo.

Rentark finally titat despite the presence of tite cutt—off A irt the effective actiotu (3.23), this effective actiout
can still be obtained from (uta1ttizing

fdtx[(O3)2+ + * * 2 * (3.26)

omily we have to regularize all irttegrals in the quantitrtt titeory with a cut-off A = 2/0. =

—;h (j7Je’P’ = u, and the star produmct * is the Moyal—Weyl product given in (3.16) with thie ohvi—
outs sit bstit itt ion 0’ —* RO]

3.3 A New Planar Limit With Finite Noncommutativity

Nevertitless, the action (3.23) can also be utnuderstood irt some way as the effective action on the noncommutative
plane (3.7) with fiutite noncommttuttativity equtal to 92 Indeed by performing thte rescaliog j7—* we get

(1J7 1 F,2 ., q I dtk 1 1 dk 1 Ai 6J + Ui 4 [2j
(2ir)4k2+ in2 (2ir)4k2+

2C ] t2(13Th. (3.27)

We htave already the correct nortcorrumttuttativity 02 in the phase and thte only thuing which needs a new reirttijtre—
tatiomu is thw fact thtat the (itt-Off lS actually given by /iA—,oo and not by the finite cut-olf A. [Remark thuat
if we do tint reduce the cutt-off ,/iA again to the fintite value A, the physics of (3.27) is then essentially thtat of
canonical mioncortumuttativity, i.e the limit (3.5) togetiter with the above rescaling of mnontenta is equivalent to
the limit (3.2)].

Now having isolated thie 1—dependence in thte range of mnomnerttumn space integrals in thie effective actiort (3.27),
we can argue that it is not possible to get rid of this i-dependence merely by changing variahles . Actutally, to
correctly reproduce the thteory on the ntomucomnmrtutative R4 given by (3.5) and (3.7), we will now show that one
must start with a mtuodified Laplaciaut (or alterntately propagator) on the fuzzy space [24]. For this, we replace
the Laplacian A = [L’ , [L”, ..]] (see equtationt (2.3), a = 1,2) on each fuzzy spitere which huas the canonical
obvious spentrmtmtu k(k + 1), k = 0 21, with the ntuodified Laplacian

= A + !( -
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Explicitly, we obtain for the planar contribution Tue integrals j( I (x, y) are given essentially by Hankel functions . viz

=

— dQ(,,,2+i_)
+ fe (i — e_\2)]

1 . i-n2
= A2+rn2ln16it2 in2 + A2

(3.30)

Obviously the above planar function diverges quadratically as A2 when 8-40, i.e. the noncomrnutativity acts
effectively as a cut-off.

Next we compute the non-planar integral. To this end we introduce as above a Schwinger parameter and
rewrite the integral as follows

Aro’(p)
= f c1ne”’ f k[1i-’]

= 1(Q2)
s!(r-2s)!

[fdo(2)e2 2[fd4s2Er-]]
, E = Bi-’.

In above we have also used the fact that U is small in the sense we explained earlier (i.e. EQ << 1) and in
accordance with [16] to expand the second exponential around 8 = 0. This is also because the cut—off A is

inversely proportional to 0. [In the last line we used the identity
= =o -4ar--2,

[] = for r even and [] = for r odd] . It is not difficult to argue that the inner integral above vanishes
unless r is even. Using also the fact that the cut—off A is rotationally invariant one can evaluate the inner integral
as follows. We have

(i kp “ (E)” 4a2E”(n — 1)!! { (22
— AneA2

(a —2q)!! (2)i+2

where a is an even number given by o = r — 2s.
We curl now put the above non—planar function in the form

7iuNl(j))
= lI,3i-i-2 i-i!

(lIE )2N f QN+2P Cf(—l)5”[i —
e\2]

51=0 P=O

(3.31)

[C/ (51)]. The first term in this expansion corresponds exactly to the case of canonical noncommuta

tivity where instead of A we have no cut—off, i.e.

ioN’(p)
= l6ir2

l (0 E)2N1 do
Cj(—l)5’+...

210

= p,i-2 {04E2
-4- in2 ln(niQ2E)] +

-•—-162’(’
+

As exl)ected this term provides essentially the canonical UV-IR mixing. As it turns out this singular behaviour
is completely regularized by the remaining N = 0 term in (3.31). i.e.

= 16w2°’ + J “a

04F2

(A2)5

84E
= It2(ru2,—i--- — j-— [I(rn + A2, —j—) +A2Jt11(rn2+ A2, + ... (3.32)

IW(x,y)
= f =

± IlL.]

= j e* = [Fc[H12(2i/j) + H5’1(2i/)] + he.] , L> 1.

Hankel functions admit the series expansion H(z) = ln z + ... and H1(z) = _uI!(y + .. for v > 0
when z—*0. In this case the mass i-u and the external momentum E are both small compared to the cut-off

A = 2/8 and thus the dimensionless parameters zE = 2* or zwJi7 =

2Vi2arc also small, in

other words we can calculate for example I(1)(x, y) = —2 ln(2JT)),112)(x, p) = 2xln(2’T)+ and11’)(x, y)

— (f2J1)] for L>3. Thus the first term N = (1 in the above sum (i.e euqation (3.32)) is simply
given by

lNP(p) =
+ +

l6ir in2
(3.33)

As one can see it does not depend on the external momentum p at all. In the commutative limit 0—sO, this
diverges logarithmically as lrlA which is subheading compared to the quadratic divergence of the planar function.
Higher corrections can also be computed and one finds essentially an expansion in = EQ = 2 given by

i-mi2 A2

=
ln(1 + —7)

+
A2I(l)1(AQ2E)2(T’ 1)

+

+
(AQ2E)

i-Ip,p—2

[x = in2 + y
= 2, qp+N,p2 = 21’(p+N21)’l• It is not difficult to find that the leading terms in

the limit of small external momenta (i.e. E/A << 1) are effectively given by

= _2ln(1±) _ln(1 i+!){i+o()] ±r[i±o’()].

(3.34)

Clearly in the strict limit of small external momenta when E—sO, we have E2 In E—s0 and the non-planar
contribution does not diverge (only the first terni in (3.34) survives this limit as it is independent of E) and
hence there is no UV-IR mixing. The limit of zero noncommutativity is singular but now this divergence hiss the
nice interpretation of being the divergence recovered in the non-planar 2—point function when the cut-off A =

is removed. This divergence is however logarithmic and therefore is sub-leading compared to the quadratic
divergence in the planar part.

The elfective actiiin (3.29) with j = [2/i] can be obviously lIlt ained from quantizing the action (3.26) with

tine rcl)lacements p.f-47m12,3.. ,=2(yNC)
= J = 4i amnd where as before we have to

regularize all integrals in the quantum theory with a cut-off A = 2/8. Tile star product * is the Moyal-Weyl
product given in (3.16) with the substitutions Q’—sQ, ar___5X. This effective action can also be rewritten

lii till’ form

f {o,ci ‘s + rn22* + * * *

uvilicil is motivated by the fact that the effective star product defined by

f *s g(X’)
= f f(ji f *

(2ir) . (2ir)

= fY’i2’(Y’)à(2’)f(Y — p’) * g(z —

(3.35)

(3.36)
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is such that jd4xf *A g(z) fA f&ig(—ji. The distribution (y’) is not the Dirac delta function i54(y’)

but rather l’ (/) = f, i.e. ã () tends to the ordinary delta function in the limit A—fee of the
comniutative plane where the above product (3.36) also reduces to the ordinary point-wise multiplication of
functions. If the cut—off A was not correlated with the non—commutativity parameter 0, then the limit A—+oc
would had corresponded to the limit where the product (3.36) reduces to the Moyal-Weyl product given in
equation (3.16). This way of writing the effective actiozi (i.e. (3.35)) is to insist on the fact that all integrals are
regularized with a cut—off A = 2/0. In other words the above new star product which appears only in the kinetic
part of the action is completely equivalent to a shari) cut—off A and yields therefore exactly the propagator (3.28)
with which only modes <A can propagate.

We should also remark here regarding non-locality of the star product (3.36). At first sight it seems that
this non—locality is inure severe in (3.36) than in (3.16), but as it turns out this is not entirely true: in fact the
absence of the UV-IR mixing in this product also suggests this. In order to see this more explicitly we first
rewrite (3.36) in the form

f * g(XC)
= fd4y’d4z’f(y’)g(z’)K(y’, z’; NC)

KA(y’, z’; XNfl
= m5(y — y’) * (z —

The kernel K, can he coniputed explicitly mid is given by

KA(y’,z’:X)
= f —(Xc y’ +

For the moment, let us say that A and 0 are unrelated. Then, taking A to infinity gives [1,5]

K(y’,z’;X)
=

If we have for example two functions f and given by J(r) = i1’ (x — p) and g(r) = 54(x — p), i.e. they are
zion—zero only at one point p in space—tune, their star product which is clearly given by the kernel K(p,p: XN()

is zion-zero everywhere in space-time. The fact that K is essentially a phase is the source of the zion—locality of
(3.16) which leads to the UV—IR mixing.

On the other hand the kernel KA (p,p; X NC) with finite A can be found in two dimensions (say) to be given
by

KA(mp; Xfl
= 204 f da(a + L1 )I.2(f dbA(b +

with L,, = — p, a = 1,2. If we now make the approximation to drop the remaining A (since the
effects of this cut-off were already taken anyway) one can see that the above integral is non-zero only for
—O--pi <XfC<0+p and —0+p2<X<0+p2simultaneously. In ot.her words the star product K(p,p; XvC)

of f(x) and g(z) is also localized around p within an error 0 and is equal to there . The star product (3.36)
is therefore effectively local.

Final remarks are in order. First we note that the effective star product (3.36) leads to an effective commuta
tion relations (3.7) in which the parameter 02 is multiplied by an overall constant equal to Jd4y’d4z’à(y’)5 (z’),
we simply skip the elementary proof. Remark also that this effective star product is zion—associative as one should
expect since it is for all practical purposes equivalent to a zion—trivial sharp mnomuentzzni cut—off A [23).

The last remark is to note that the prescription (3.28) can also be applied to the canonical limit of large
stcreogra)liic projection of the spheres onto planes, amid in this case one can also obtain a cut—off A’ = with j
hixi’(l as above such that = ]2’7j. The nonciununutative plane (3.4) defined in this way is t fmereforu eommmdctely

iuiivafemmt to thu af)d)V(’ zmozicomnmmiumtative plamme (3,7).

3.4 The Continuum Planar Limit of the 4—Point Function

We miow umidertakc’ time task of fimiching time continuumn limit of time above 4—point fimmiction (equations (2.20) amid
(2.22)) wimichi we expect to correspomid to time 4—point fummctiou on time noncommmmimutative 1R. This expectatiomi is
motivated of course by time result of the last sections on time 2-point functiomm. As it turns omit thus is also the
case here amid as an explicit exammmple we work out time continummmn flattening liumit of the planar amplitmmdes

Thmc’ planar diagranms are ,5A’ amid First, let mis recall that in above time indices 4 and 6 refer to internal
triommienta whereas I, 2, 3 amid 5 refer to extermmal niomnenta. Next, since we are interested iii time plammar limnits
(iii which I?, 1—*oc) of thm 4—point fummmctiomm, we can misc’ time asymptotic formnula

lm{ d±1 e+l f +1 } =
(3.40)

which allows us to approxmnmate in time limit time “fuzzy delta” function (2.26) as follows:

1S6(l235) = (21 + 1)(2k +

[ km 1v3 k k3 k5 k
(3.41)

m + 1 —mm + l I j m5 + 1 —moe + I I J

We have also mmsed time properties of time Clebschm—Gordan coefficients to obtain the selection rule ro = m +
702 = —103 — ion, thus justifying time nammie. Time zmext selection rule comes frommi time fact. that the fmmnctiomm
E(k)E: (k) in time plammar diagrammis (2.23) is proportional imi time large I himnit (by virtmme of eqmmatiomm (3.40))
toCflk2QCok5o(C’ok6o)2,whereas 0mm time other hand these Clcbsch-Gordan cocfficiemmts are such thatC53t0
emily if a+b+c=even. This mmmeanms in particnlar that k+k4+k6= even, k+ki +k3 = even amid k+k3+k5= even,
amid hmc’mmce omme camm argue in chifferemit ways that omme can have for exanmpfe

k,+k2=k3+k5,k+k2=k4+k6,k3+k5=k4+k6. (3.42)

For obvious reasomis we will unify focums on this sector As a consequence of timese rules, time imlammar graphs V’

ammd m4’ are equal. Immdc’c’d for large 1, onu’ cani easily slmow that tiuc’se diagramus take time formu

= (i)
(21 +

)< rms(123)S(46; 1235) wim(’re

S(46;1235) = (2k+1){ { }, (3.43)

where ak(l235) = flr’”(2k + 1). As in time case of time 2-poimmt function we have assumed timat time extermmal
monmenta k, k3, k3 amid k5 are such timat k1 << 1, i = 1,2,3,5. It is also expected that time approximmmation signi
becormmes an exact equality only in time strict limnmit. Furthmermnore from the properties of the 6j-symbols, unify time
values 0<k<k4 + k6 will conmtribute to time sum Lastly we have also invoked iii (3.43) time fact that for each
fixed pair (k4,k6) vhiicim is immtegrated over in (2.22) timc’ azimutim numbers (704, in6), altimoughi they are already
sumnmed over, conispire such timat thmc’ir smmmmm is 711.4 + ro6 = —in1 — fl1.3. From [17] we can mmow misc time iclemitity

{4 }=(1)xi(2Xi+1){ H}{ H}{ H} (3.l.4)

etc. Time delta function‘5k,fk,c.,Fk, mmmakcs it safe to treat time internual mnmomnezmta k4 amid k6 as if timey were snnall
(recall thmmut k amid k are mmozi—mmc’gative immtegc’rs). and 0<k<k.1 + k6 mnmeans thmmut k cmumm he treated as smuall as
well. Omme cani t hmerefuire misc’ tim,’ result (3. 12) to rewrite tIm,’ ahovc’ eulmiationi as

{ Im
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etc. As we have already established, in the large 1 limit we can approximate this sum by the integral As before, since R is large, the integral is clomiiiated by the value cosx = 0 or x = . We can then evaluate
. the above sum S explicitly and find

I A B k 1
2

2R2 1A ( o2p:1 I °2p1 ‘
i O2p1 \

1 1 1 1 J = (21 + 1) j P1dP1PA 1 PB 1 P 1
.

(3.4)
S(46; 1235) = fdt5d

cOS(R0jlk1Ajik2)cos(Rk3Ak5)COs2(ROj1Aji6),
(21 + 1)’ 2ir 2a

with (.4,B) = (k1,k2),(k3,k5)and (k4.k6). ‘Ve are obviously using the flattening limit (3.), i.e. 0 =
R , . .. . .

7T7T3 where the symmetry of (3.43) under the exchanges k1 f+k2 and k3++k5 is now explicit. This is essentially the
A for reasons which will become self-evident shortly. Using the result (3.21) we have phase of the 4-point function found in [18]. In order to see this fact more clearly, we first show that (3,43) takes

. . . now the form
I Q22\ I 022\ p

I4 ( i — —b. i _-i ) = —ij (3.46) a (1235’ r d db
\ 2 j s 2 j (2ir) l) v k ) ._.____Lcos(ROi5 Aj3A ).o(Rff% )cos2(RO5h A71,. )R4 j 2ir 2w

wller(’ 1.4 Aj3, = B’”jp3, with B’ 2 ....

, an(l l)A , tu have the interpretation of angles Iatwc’eii j3j atid flj x S2 (Ilk1 + Ik2 + Pk + J3k5 )c5 (Jib, + Pk2 + PS4 + 118),
resl)ectively and the x—axis. Similarly e have

where we have also niacle the following interpretation of the limiting form of the 2-dimensional fuzzy delta

p. (i
—

Pk (i
—

(i_
2)

=(3fdordcr)dn3e 123 (3.47) function

R2
where now the angles of’s are the angles between the vectors ‘s and the x—axis. Since R is large, the integrals (_ l) 11(Ik,konI,_,no41((Pk + Pk0). (3.48)

(3.46) with (A,B) = (k1,k3),(k3,k5)and (k4,k6) are dominated by those values of j7. arid fl such that

= p,4 + Pk6, = Pk1 + 17k. and = f7k3 + Pk. respectively, and correspondingly the integral (3.47) is The factor (—1)T is motivated by (2.8), the factor 21 + 1 is needed in order for (3.48) to diverge correctly (in

dominated by + + Pk1 + flk3. Tins is clearly a valid approximation because the conservation law the limit) when k = /c0 and rn = —rn0 while the R2 factor is to restore the correct mass dimension for tire delta

PS, +715. +J). 1ps = 0 is expected to hold (as we explain below) arid because of the large factor of B appearing function. An identical formula will of course hold for the other R2 factor, i.e.

in the different phases in (3.46) and (3.47). After we apply the conservation law we may reinterpret the angles (1235) d d
(say) (Oj and 02 as the angles made by 154 and Pk6 and the x-a.xis respectively. Using all these ingredients one

=

B4 I
can convince ourselves that the sum over k in (3.43) behaves in the limit as 2x (Pp1 +1) +123 +1)55)4 (P +Pp3 +Pp4 +p).

8(46; l235) { k4 I l
}2

{ kr 1 1 } { k 1 l }, By putting the above functions and 14) in equation (2.22), we easily obtain the 4-dimensional one-loop
21 + 1 k6 1 1 k I I k5 1 1 planar contributions 6A and 4)j4) and conse(luently tire planar contribution to tire 4-point function 6A’.

We now proceed to the task of rewriting this sum in terms of the noncornnrutative plane variables. To this end Indeed we have

we use the representation (3.21) in the form
(1) (4) a(1235)

((.\4 (1235) = nIA4 (1235)
= R4w4 1’r +1)2+1)3 +7)5)

r (i —

= f ¶-i cos(RO sin tr.5ps4Ps5)f cos(1?llsirr15p,,J)5) cos(1?0fl1Aj72) cos(RO13rAiir,)cos2(ROjl4Aji6)

(J+9—)((17r+1+Ji4)+—)
I d4u41tbk5 2 — —

j ——--—-- cos (ROp54Ap55), where the notation (mr the metric R2 x J/c2) is p = P4 +p4,d4p4= +7)2 +3 +) =

62(fl + +j7& +pk )6(fi5 +fl, + +fl ) andJ7rAfl2 = AfJ +Pp Afl and a(123a) = ak(123a)ap(123J)
where we have used the large B hunt to go to the last line, i.e. since tire angles k.r = dominate tire Tire associated effective action in tins case can irow easily be computed and we find
nrtcgrals hr tire limit, the two cosines become essentially equal. We lrave also reinforced explicitly tire symnrmetry
of (3.43) under tire exchangek4-*k6 on eaclr 6j-symbol inS above (as is also the case iir (3.43)). The and .f 44446A4(1235)6 (Pr +j12 +773 (3.49)

have the natural mnterpretatron of arrgles between the vectors p and respectively and the x-axis of the 4. Via (2w) (2w) (2w) (2w)
plane. For tire case (A, B) = (kr ,k), we can use

where

/ ) 4X(1235)
= 32 2 [ (350

P5 (I I I_5zRoaj11p52 3J,m (2w)4 (j3+rru2)(Q5 +152+p4)2+rn3)
\ 2) J2w

We have enrployed in above the sammre definitions as those of the 2-point function used inn (3.26), namely

However, here qr canirot be irrterpreted as tire anrgle between (or flk2) with any specific axis, but if i 2 is the = 8ir2A4 and i7r) = 4w\/Nc (). However, tire nroncornmutative field NC (am) is nrow reinterpreted
airgle betweemn tire two vectors j7 aird p, tiren we can define x = + and write - -. Pk P1 lPk 0P1 4 5,1 . -sucin that we Irave Nc(pm)wN(. = B 111 v(2kr + l)(2pr + 1) or, rn other words, NC(Pr) =

o )2 2ir+012 NC(pr)V]T21)1+1).
Pk, (i —

= f 12e e F?87k1

2 j 2w
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4 Conclusion

IVe lone investigated in seine (lCtiill the problem of obtaining theories on noncommutative W starting from
finite matrix models defined on S. x S.. Particular attention was paid to a new limit that gives a theory on
noncommutative R4 with a UV (ut—off proportional to the inverse of the nonconunittativity parameter , anti
without any niixiug between UV anti JR degrees of freedom.

The new scaling is iniplcinc’ntcd via the introduction of an intermediate scale [2v’J. Intuitively, this inter
mediate scale carries information about the transition between commutative and noncoinniutative regimes of
the theory: if we only use modes with momenta much smaller than this intermediate scale, the theory becomes
comniutative, whereas modes with momenta much larger take us the time noncommutative regime.

It would be interesting to extend this analysis to theories on S. and S x S. that have ferniionic and
gauge [25] degrees of freedom, as well as supersymnnietric theories [26]. Te also see no obstacle to using this
method to study theories that arc’ obtained from Kaiuza-Klein reduction on fuzzy S4 [27], as well as gauge
theory on fuzzy CF2 [28].
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